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Business Owners Favor Direct
Government Intervention To
Prevent Crippling Strikes

Ten Years Ago Tcoday
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Frederick Dale Parks,age one,son of Mr_ and Mrs. Fred Parks
at Detroit, Mich., died yesterday. Funeral services will be held in
Murray.
Jackie Cooper was named as a new fireman by the Murray City
Council last night.
Murray State College ,opened its Ohio Valley Conference
-schedule with a bang by swamping Middle Tennessee 97 to 58.
Rev. John A. Cochran, missionary from Argentina, will speak
at the Locust Grove Church of the Nazarene on January 9.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1509
Madison Ave. Memphis, Tenn.; Timis & Life Bldg.. Nev York. N.Y.. By a 2-1 margin, in a nationStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
wide poll, independent busipre
owners favor direct governmeni
Kentucky,
for
Daily
at the Post Office. Murray,
Entered
intervention to avoid crippling
transmission as Second Class Matter
strikes which would have serious
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per effects on the nation'! economy.
Month $1 52 In Calloway and *dimming counties, per year, 55.50; With an apparent eye on the
Zones I & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions MAO. hardship and losses suffered by
uipaqt•ismosimis
automobile dealers and other
-Tee Ootstanding Civic Asset of a community is the
dependent businesses because of
Integrity of its Newate.per"
the General Motors strike, a
Pvt. Joe Pat Glass is hospitalized in Japan after suffering
majority of the independents
THURSDAY—JANUARY 7, 1971
frozen feet while in combat action in Korea.
favor legislation to create a
The Murray State Racers won over the Memphis State team by
judical body to adjudicate labor3 score of 55 to 51. Don Stephenson
led Murray's scoring with 17
management disputes,at the llth
points.
hour.
In high school basketball Murray lost to Madisonville 50 to 44
Representative John Rhodes of
The Ledger and Times is taken to task from time
and
New Concord lost to Ballard County 58 to 53.
to time because of some news story which we print, Arizona has pushed for
Miss Jessie Nell Hawes was married to Gaylon Alexander ha
legislation to establish a U. S.
or because of some story which we do not leave out Court of -Labor-Management
zeremony at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs Odell Hawes,
on December 24.
as requested by some
Relations, which-would be given
"Cooper Canyon" with Ray Milland, Hedy Lamarr, and.hleHardly a week passes but what someone calls to jurisdiction only after collective -Donald Carey is showing at the Varsity Theatre,
ask that their name be left out o(the police court bargaining, mediation
•
report, or that their name not be mentioned in similar efforts have failed.
of
Federation
National
The
connection with some incident which has been entered into police reports, regardless of what con- Independent Business finds that
52 percent of the businessmen
nection they might have had with the incident.
responding to its poll favor this
We have been cursed on the streets, literally, legislation, while 31 percent
because of our printing some news story.
express opposition and 7 percent
The son of man shall be betrayed into the hands of men.—
AFTER DROPPING SOMEWHAT last year, work time lost
It is not the intention of the Ledger and Times to are undecided.
Matthew 17:22.
through strikes has been rising again. For the first nine
months of 1970, the percentage of man-days of work
EWA Peter denied Him. Many of His professed followers betray
Independents in Kentucky lined
persecute anyone, nor is it the intention of the
Him today!
Ledger and Times to attempt to "try" a case lithe dp this way: 62 percent for the lost through strikes was more than twice as high as at
the start in the 1960s. The number of strikes typically 29 percent expressing
news columns, or even to elix the blame"'in an 'proposal,
rises, but their duration shortens, in an expanding econopposition and 9 percent unautomobile accident.
omy, as in the 1965-1968 period. But when the economy
lecided.
slows down, as it started to do in 1969, the number of
It is our purpose to report what goes en.Whose
MENTAL HEALTH. MATTERS
The National Federation points
fau1t-a4
- incident might be is left up to the police or _out that other Congressional strikes declines but,their duration - lengthens, as _ has
hapPenecTin-1970. The" greater -d-iration is explained by
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
to the courtiCVM-naerely-ntteregtarePort what has proposals to solve the problem of increased willingness of corporations
to resist wage deNational Institute of Mental Health
occurred, which is the obvious duty of any work stoppages in vital industries
mands of 10 to 15 per cent a year.
have drawn even heavier support
legitimate newspaper.
-experts.- in law,•
,
We,along with manystow readers, wish that we in the past. Legislation .by Relations Beirek•-eiwieliser its qualifiedRepresentative Gerald Ford of
economics arid- industrial Odom Bole
could-print only the happy news. It is good to read Michigan to put transportation path toward what they consider relations
the mental health needs of this
would
assume
The importance of the citizen
land.
'of marriages, births, accomplishments by young industry deadlocks before a pro-labor bias Ordiany decisions. jurisdiction when other avenues role
in the fight against mental
The involvement of the citipeople and mature people.- We like to print stories neutral panel won support a 70 While the Taft-Hartley Act of settlement had been illness can be easily underesu- zenry
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a Government commission.for the developed. But, just as surely, tion.
those who are elected to club and organization
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The citizen represents an
prescribes safeguards ..against
In its mission of promoting
Several times in past years, such work stoppages, this has, by President, or by one of the paractual or potential consumer of
pffices. the good deeds of theShriners, the Kiwanis
ties
the Nation's mental health, the
have favored a
mental health services, he is
and large, simply delayed rather
Club, the Civitan Club_ the Lions Club, the over 80 percent
National Institute of Mental oho
prohibition against nationwide
have
would
procedure
This
Health is keenly aware of the
scholarships awarded by Rotary, the honors given labor bargaining, such as than brought settlement of many
in establishing or augmenting
brought settlement of the thorny
of citizen particimental health programs.
out at ROTC honors day, the firsebaby of the year. practiced in the automobile, disputes. Independent nationwide railroad *dispute significance
pation.
businessmen, repeatedly suffer
He acts in an individual
We always like to print the news which shows up ,,transportation, steel and other economic losses. Longshoremen which still hangs over the
Because of this realization, capacity or as. a representative
industries.
tbe good side of human nature.
of an organization He has the
and teamster' strikes within the nation's head. To a majority of we have, in fact, an active speproposal
On
the
by last year halted transportation of the independent businessmen, cial unit in our organization, a
Unfortunately there —
ire-- sad events,
Citizens' Participation Branch,
accidents, the breaking of laws, embezzleinent of Representative Rhodes, some goods and materials to pyramid the Rhodes bill promises to study and suggest ways in
potential for working in the
independents apparently fear the economic losses.
protection against the economic which citizens.
new frontiers of mental health
funds, Sex crimes. Being a newspaper however, we that the Labor-Management
organizations.
disruptions which the 23-year-old and agencies can meaningfully
programs—such as drug abuse.
must print all of this too.
Representative
Rhodes'
Relations Court might become an
Taft-Hartley Act was supposed to participate and. cooperate in
for example—as an agent for
The newspaper does not set itself up as judge or extension of the National Labor proposed U. S. Court of five well. avert
Prevention
communities to mettmore fully

HOW TIME LOST FROM
SIMS IS HOCH

20 Years Ago Today

We :Kiust Print The News

•

Bible Thoughtfor Today

By United Press Interoadonai
Today is Thursday, Jan 7
the seventh day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase:
The morning stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter .
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born t5ris this date are
under the sign of Capricorn.
Millard Fillmore, the 13th
U_S. President watharn Jan. 7,
1800.
On this day in history:
In 1789 George Washington
was elected the first U.S.
President.
In 1918 Nikilai Lenin established a dictatorship of the
protttariat and abolished the
constituent assembly of the
Soviet Union.
In 1927 regular_j:IiithWatlantic
telephone service began between New York and London.
In 1967 U.S. combat troops in
Vietnam entered the Mekong
River Delta for the first time.
• A thought for today: French
novelist Andre Maurois said,
"Modesty and unselfishness,
these are tue virtues men
praise and pass by."
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jury. The newspaper merely reflects what history
9:30
4.30
•Its the final anaksis. it is the
is made on a given day. It has no control over what
Pozen who provides the suphappens, it merely records what happens.
port for programs aimed at reducing or preventing mental
We &Age restraint. We try not to inflame a
variance of opinions on how this very difficult to obtain employees
A major reversal of opinion
The owner of an upper New illness. His support may be his
Students 1.50 with ID
possible controversy. We realize that we do have a
should be accomplished.
that want to work with all the i
among the nation's independent
York state pharmacy with 12 interest, balking, and endorseactive
welfare
programs
area.
The
in
More
this
owner
may
be
It
of a Maryland
_great responsibility to our readers and to the businessmen in respect to the
employees says, "As a retail ment.positive,
through his being
and
community. That's why we "soft pedaled" the proposed welfare reform furniture store with 11 employees No one really cares whether they phal-macist, I have seen first involved,
perhaps
as a volun"Welfare reform is sorely have a job or not."
hand some of the abuses of the teer worker, in some compublicity on integration in our city and our county, measure that would provide foe-a says,
needed. Despite special in- An electrical contractor in the
realizing that it could, with the proper fuel, burst basic annual family income has vestigative committee reports to same state says, "Having ob- welfare Medicaid plan.jknow of munity program
welfare-medicaid reelPients with
into a conflagratiod,which would be difficult to developed.
Opito 5 pm
Soty phis I pm
the contrary, present _welfare served recipients of welfare
Importantly, too, the citizen
2 or 3 wigs, 3 or 4 winter coats
The November returns to the
Saturday and Sunday
methods make a fetish of benefits in this city park their new
extinguish. - z
automobiles, weekly beauty makes any progrm possible, Adm Adults i.so-Ctinaros flo
continuous field survey of the
We believe that the majority of our subscribera National Federation of In.- dishonoesty and promote the 2adillacs outside welfare office salon appointments, vacations in by providing financial support.
* _NOW SHOWING! *
....
whether through veluntery con—
on collection days, I ens of the Florida, purchasing
appreciate the manner in which we handle the news. dependent Business show only 48 pra cti - - of----filegitimate opinion
commercial tributions or tax support
that less give away
reproduction.-This- ever inof Murray and Calloway County. Our readers are percent in favor, with 44 percent creasing work load requires programs will cause lazy persons property and generally enjoying
entitled to all of the news and by the very nature of Opposed to the controversial more case workers whose very to break down and work. I am no an increasing standard of living It is the citizen, therefoce„
well beyond that of many tax- who must become the voice of
section. This is the section that
jobs depend upon maintaining against help to those physicall paying
our business, we feel it is mandatory upon us that would give a family
citizens."
of four a
mental 'health needs to be met.
their level of cases to handle." unable to work in any capacity,
we print it.
A k ANNI in iii i A,„30
He can become this voice in
minimum income of 11600 per
A
my
however
opinion
Nebraska
it
and
is
publisher
comIn addition to the complaints of his own community through
. We do admit to going to great lengths to find as _year provided both parents either
OXON
ments, "Undoubtedly' welfare is obs;v
oljgh that a heavy alleged
welfare
abuses, working with the community
• much news as possible. We feel that our readers accepted employment, or one of our greatest problems and
of
Welfare dollars in this Federation researchefs are in- health or mental health agency *IL
Of
ma
: CHILDRENS SHOW
are interested in those local people who win honors training for.employment.
the right answer will be hard to city do not go to the intended clined to believe that the and mental health association
In January, 61 percent of the
SATEXPAT - I tin 3
group. But his voice is essencome by. I'm sure the food stamp goals."
in other cities and towns far away from Murray. independent
deterioration- of economic con- tial: and the articulate citizen
Irak /MATS iic
businessi-ner program is being
abused in many An Ohio retailer with 25 em- ditions has been a factor in the is seen as
And, on the other hand, we feel they are just as favored this plan, with only 2I
more genuinely a
, interested in local people who run afoul of the law, percent opposed. The support areas a and should be carefully ployees comments, "People who decline of support for the spokesman for his community
checked. I've heard of well-off are on welfare should riot have proposed family income plan.
than the professional worker
or-who suffer some sad event, miles from Murray. started wavering in August going farmers in the area,
who are able the right to vote. No nation can
who is, because of his verl,
We understand the Kentucky Post editorial which - down to 55 percent, then rising a to show little on their income tax long endure half parasite and half In addition, respondents in profession. already committed
.percentage point in September
was published recently on "juvenile crime iS
return, purchasing food stamps producers. Parasites cannot November were probably filing to supporting the attack on
'But in October it dropped down to
and people staying on unem- support parasijes. If parasites their replies to the survey at menial
news".
51 percent and in November
ployment and using food stamps"are allowed to vote they soon will about the. same time as they
published
editorial
This
for the information -failed to achieve a majority.
is
- LATE glow
by choice rather than necessity vote themselves all the money received various tax bills, exThe drop in support for the year
and benefit of our readers.
r2/111AY •.SAT. 1550
Stricter rules should be made one and there will be no producers pecially local rreal estate taxes CAN PAX DEBTS
p.m.
is
13
percentage
points
while
the
"We believe that when a felony has been comenforced.
to produce the money. I am which in so many areas have' WALSALL England (UPI)—
left
increase in opposition totals 15
mitted, the public is entitled to all of the facts in the
A Florida manufacturer with for producers power, not parasite gone up sharply due to the Rev. James Curtin said todaypoints. The difference betweenhe only bet that $25 on the
welfare load.
125 employees says,- "Becoming
o'er."
case that we can amass and print without offending
the two is reflected in the drop
soccer pool lottery only with.an
good taste, violating a law, risking a scandal when also in the percentage that are
eye to paying church debts.
there is a strong possibility of innocence or- nayssodecided. Currently only
Arta OtiktIT ISAAR/nOiSt
"I ha4 it in mind to win only
:otherwise causing grave harm to innocent persons. tight percent are in this
a few thousand pounds to pay
"If the offense is serious and there is a strong category.
aft outstanding bills on a new
Ilbe heaviest drop in support
church hall," the 51-year -old
possibility of guilt, we feel it is our duty to name the shows
up in New England where
priest told newsmen. "I do not
person or persons who have outraged, or are only 54 percent are now in favor,
consider gambling wrong when
strongly suspected of having_ outraged, the public.
11 point drop _from the
it brings benefit."
: or private rights of others—even if the subject is a previous month,and a21) percent
Father Curtin won more than
;.; juvenile. This is simply to warn people about a drop from the high point in ApriL
* NOW StOOV/INOt
the "f_eyr thousand pounds" he'd
In the South Atlantic states only a,
; possibly dangerous person who may be livingbargained for. He won $240,000.
10* C•••••• re. PAM.%
bareil percent currently support
-. community.
the plan. down 8 percent from the
"Sometimes our readers take us to task for previous month and 13 points
mugs way own
. implementing this policy. But this is usually from earlier in the year.
P ANAVISION. Cola by
the
Support
in
Mountain staes
DE wit'
. ' because of misinformation, misunderstanding or
has dropped 20 points to 45 perELLIOTT GOULD in,
-some intimate relationship with the suspect. One cent in favor, while in
the Pacific
approach is to threaten and bluster, contending states, 63 percent support has
- • 1-- blindly and foolishly that it's
publish-the dropped to 53 percent.
IURRAY
While the Federation survey
name of- a juvenile charged with a serious crime.
Stnee
afford
not
does
statistical
1111181
data
"There is, of course, no statlitory or any other
Murray Marble
kind of prohibition against the publication of the for the drop in support, many
-11-r !RI. • SAT. - SUN
respondents include additional
names of juveniles accused of crimes. When such comments on the subject.
Works
'Wald Wheels"F
SUILDIRS OP PINS
publication is deemed to be in the best interest of
- -1There appears to be general
IN CASE YOU WONDER what kind-of whack the states takeln gasolisistaires,licre
, MEMORIALS
agreement
that welfare reform is
the public. We shall.not hesitate to identify the
it is--cuircent, 1963 and 1960—from the Commerce Clearing_ House Chieigo. The
Porter White - Mon000r
-"Coins BloodyJ —
gently. needed but a wide --Mxsorkftiprs:to-citge.on..-Nottlt Catatrfa and Walisirigion state are -highest -at'9
persons involved."
III Maple St. 753-2512
cents California is the only one down, 1 cent from 1985.
Mac r" E

Survey ShOst Reversal Of Opinion On Welfare Reform
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*Many People Don't Regard
Colts As Great Ball Club

Barry Leads
Nets to Win
Over Pros

iReg. U.S. Pat. Off.i
Colts are not regarded as an for them w.s the last regular
By MILTON RICHMAN
outstanding ball club does not game of the season, in which
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JAM:JARY 3, 1971:
UPI Sports Writer
writ to bother the' Baltimore they beat the New York Jets,
89.6
- HOUSTON
.- 98.7
I - U. C. L. A.
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YORK (UPI)-By now, players. They la' -about- it 35-20, on Dec. 19 in Baltimore.
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89.2
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The final game of the season is
the Baltimore Colts know the easily enough.
Rick Barry hasn't Imen wen
88.6
13 - TENNESSEE
- 95.1
3 - SO. CALIFORNIA
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a peculiar place for a turning
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truth.
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with
much
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that
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one
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even
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thinking
that
when
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know
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point, but it might've been at
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brain-washed
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this season, but
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best, Johnny because you have NFC written
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presence
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around,
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Unitas at the throttle, people across you back that you are With all thelatest hurrahs for
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is felt.
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87.7
simply do not regard them as a automatically better than the Johnny Unitas, who certainly
Barry, who has played in only
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9 - KENTUCKY
87,4
20 - ST. BONAVENTURE
great ball club.
AFC," SAYS John Mackey, the has to rank with the greatest of
10- JACKSONVILLE-FLA.- 93.2
15 games because of a aeries of
What's more, the 'Colts can Colts' tight end. "Simply them all, few people realize
scored 40 points for
injuries,
COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWINTi TEAMS - JANUARY 3, 1971:
grind the Dallas Cowboys in the because we did not win by 40-50 that in the AFC's final season
the third time to lead the Nets
11 - CENTRAL SI. OHIO - 76.6
Super Bowl turf 10 days from points people started thinking, figures he finished sixth to
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S. W. LOUISIANA - 82.5
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A PANCAKE HOUSE
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-SERVED ALL DAY AND EVERYDAY
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y Cardinals -.
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Mrs. Ohs McNelis
Hostess For Jessie
Ludwick Meeting
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Grub
I nve!

Wineor.#

Thursday, January 7
The Town and Country
The horelkof Mrs. Olis McNelis Homemakers Club will meet at
was the scene of the meeting of the home of Mrs. Charles Hinds,
the Jessie Lixtwick Circle of the 809 South 18th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church held
on Tuesday, January 5, at one- The Garden Department of the
thirty o'clock in the afternoon. Murray Woman's Club will meet
Campbell at the club house at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs.
Vernon
presented the program which Hostesses will be Mesdames W.
was the first chapter of the n. Graves, James Hamilton,
Circle's new study book, "This Robert Hendon, B. J. Hoffman,
and L. J. Hortin
We Know".
The chairman, Mrs. McNelis
opened the meeting by reading a The Women of the Moose will
poem for the New Year. She gave have an enrollment of new
the devotion from Romans 3:1-20 embers at the lodge hall at 7:30
with emphasis on the meaning of .m. All members are urged to
justification.
ttend and are asked to wear
During the social hour delicious
stel formals if possible.
refreshments were served by the
hostess to the seven members
present.
Friday, January 8
Murray
North
Tbe
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Greene tWilson,
Lynn Grove Road, at 1:30 p.m.
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developmen
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economy. It
said, "that tit
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financed by
Grubbs re
new industr
year will prc
for Kentuc
pensions by
riustries will
3,061 new jol

Policemen And Firemen In New York Who
Are Retired Now Taking Nurses Training

Woman to Woman
nursery school for children of
By PATRICIA McCORMACK nurses. Eighteen months ago
NEW YORK ( UPIi—Three the plan was dropped. "There
nights a week, 100 New -York really wasn't much demanV--44-.... -policemen and firemen, retired spokesman said. "And it was
or about to retire, go to school costing us a fortune."
to prepare for their second Dr. Jacobi said -the shortages
career—as registered nurse are worse in the tag cities. In
(RN).
New York, for example, classiThe two-year experimental fied ads for nurses are written
DEAR ABBY: A wowileeful Jewish friend er mine
program, begun in September with the gusto once used by
recently passed away, so Iwint to the funeral parlor to pay
at the Hunter College-Bellevue writers of ads for engineers
my respects. (I am of the Protestant faith.I
School of Nursing, is one when they were in short supply.
While there, many others came to pay their last
attempt to find new ways of Money and pleasant working
respects. 1 was shocked to see a Roman Catholic woman,
solving the national shortage of conditions and opportunities for
who should have known better, come in, kneel down beside
nurses.
advancement plus the promise
the casket, make the sign of the cross over the casket, say a
An estimated 150,000 more of great pride in work are used
prayer and make the sign of the cross again.
registered nurses are needed as inducements in the ads.
She surely should have known that Jewish people do not
immediately to meet minimum The salaries exceed Am_ .•
Emily
Kearns
Miss
Jan
kneel, nor do they wish others to kneel before them. And to
needs, reports the U.S. Depart- American Nurses Association
have made a sign of the cross over a Jew, I think was in the
,Education and salary goal for beginning
Murray-Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Kearns of Cynthiana announce the ment of Health, - The
worst possible taste. What is your opinion?
APPALLED
Welfare.
nurses from hospital schools of
Senior Citizens Club will meet at engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jan
With the same aim, many nurses—a recommended $7,500_
DEAR APPALLED. Under those circumstances, a inert
12 noon at the social hall of the Emily, to Arley James Wilkins, son of Mrs. Dora Wilkins and the
hospitals nationwide offer free a year to start—and $8,500
sophisticated person would have known the Jewish customs
First United Methodist Church. A late Howard Wilkins of Murray.
refresher courses to nurses who year for beginners with college
and observed them, but the Roman Catholic Lady was
served.
will
be
students
at
the
luncheon
Miss
Kearns
and
Mr.
Wilkins
are
Both
potluck
Mr4:Ernest Bailey opened her
have been inactive but wish to degrees. On a national average,
praying in her way, and should not be criticised. She did not
Lexington.
The
groom-elect
will
University
of
Kentucky,
homefor the meeting of Group II
return to serve. A typical licensed practical nurses, promake the sign of the cross "over" a Jew,.The sign of the
of the Christian Women's "Truth", a folk singing grou p graduate in May with an engineering degree.
course might run 10 weeks, ducts of a one year course,
cross is simply a salutation to the Lord Mior to offering a
The
wedding
will
be
solemnized
on
Saturday,
Jenuary..30,
at
Fellowship of the First Christian from the Ninth and 0 Baptist
-with classes three evenings make about three-fourths of the
prayer. And the sign of the cross i4 tuade again after the
four-thirty
o'clock
in
the
afternoon
at
the
Indian
Creek
Christian
Church held on Tuesday, January Church, Louisville, will present a
each week.
registered nurse's salary.
prayer to close it.
contemporary Church, Cynthiaria.
of
5, at two o'clock in the afternoon. concert
Other Efforts
Salary Situation
the
afChristian
folk
music
at
the
The guest speaker for
Other efforts try to draw Licensed practical nurses are
DEAR ABBY: Is it ever proper to eat chicken with your ternoon was Mrs. Jack Bailey Baptist Student Center at seven
disadvantaged youths into nurs- offered $8,023 because of the
, hands? I went to a restaurant with my friend's family and 1 who had as her subject, "How A p.m. Public is invited and there is
ing schools on an open supply-demand situation in New
ordered fried chicken, When I picked up a leg and started to Christian Woman Can Find no charge.
admissions policy, even though York. Ads for registered nurses
eat it they all stopped and stared at me. Boy, was I ever Lasting Beauty-. Her discussion
they didn't take all the proper offer salaries from $9,500 to
embarvassedrWas I wrong or not?
LOVES CHICKEN concerned three parts: Health
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
preparatory courses in high $12,500, plus $1,500 for evening
problem, beauty treatment, and Harold Bynum whose trailer The wedding of Miss Dawn the sabrina neckline. The long school.
DEA LOVES: You need not feel embarrassed for
and night shifts. The licensed
lily
in
calla
clothed for service of The Lord. home was destroyed by fire will Viarmath, daughter of Mr. and lace sleeves ended
Dr. Lillian Harvey, dean of practical
sating anything with your fingers, if it's easier le
at
most
nurses
that
Mrs. Bailey also gave the be held at the Poplar Springs Mrs. William Warmath of points over the hands. Her the nursing school at Tuskegee
.[What a mess you'd have made bad you attempted to
hospitals advertising for them
devotion including comments on Baptist Church at seven p.m. For Benton, and Michael Morris, son fingertip veil of illusion was Institute in Tuskegee, Ala.,
ad sp crisp fried chicken! I It is okay to use your hands
get11,200 extra for evening and
the poise and inner peace that items to be picked up call Janice of Mrs. Juanita Haynes of attached to a crown embroidered commenting
"Nursing
in
work.
provided you use yrr head!
was solemnized in seed pearls. She carried a Outlook" on the open admis- night
makes a beautiful Christian McCuistion 753-6566 or Evelyn WIckliffe
Margaret. E. Walsh, general
woman. The program was Phillips 753-5033.
Saturday, December 5 at two bouquet of white centered with a sions policy, says the philosodirector of the National League
-DAI AB13Tritilieart went out to "A Rea
felt presented in front of a beautiful
o'clock in the afternoon at the white orchid.
phy is one of, "come as you are for Nursing (NLN), said the
:that her laughing days were over because the rieniorning worship center.
of
Sharer,
maid
Miss Faye
FirpkBaptist Church in Benton.
but leave as you ought to be." need for nurses is expected to
she was having a breast removed. I felt just as she did 18
Presiding at the meeting was
Rey Donald R. Garrison, honor, wore a royal blue In Washington, D.C., a Youth
Saturday, January 9
become increasingly acute, for
months ago when I had both breasts removed. I was 48. Six Mrs. Mary Parks in the absence The Captain Wendell Oury brother-in-law of the bride, and semifitted crepe dress with long
Opportunity
Unlimited
proweeks later I shocked my family and friends when I learned of the chairman, Mrs. Ed Frank chapter of the DAR will meet at pastor
of Shawnee Baptist chiffon sleeves. The bridesmaids, gram, operated under a Public the following reasons:
—People are living longer.
to swim, and dive! I am also learning to play the organ. Kirk.
the home of Mrs. Doris Nance, Church in Loulsvi,Ue9erfortfled Miss tangy/aria Langston, Miss Health Service grant, helps More than 20 million persons in
Presently I am planning a trip to Australia to visit my
t. Wm. J. Linda Pritchard and Miss Cheryl potential dropouts to stay in
During the social hour the 1715 Farmer Avenue,at two p.m. the certarnuisy with
America are over 65.
daughter.
hosterises, Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. Mrs. Lucille S. Ginger of Hen- SulliVan,.."-pit.stor—of tb First Richard, wore dresses identical school and identify with nursing
—People are taking better
They
The surgery wasn't . easy. There were moments of Lessie Pickard, served refresh- derson, acting district manager, Baptist
Church,
to... the maid of honor.
as a career.
carried white hand bouquets of The American nurses Associ- care of themselves. Prepaid
depression and plenty of tears. But there were compensa- ments of chiffon cake with nut will be a special guest.
assisting.
medical care is prompting the
tions, too. Now I realize that I am more than my breasts. I sauce, coffee, and tea to the
Miss Carolyn Thiampson,. carnations and mums.
ation (ANA), also in an attempt average citizen to pay more
visitors.
of
Gay,
niece
of
and
two
program
Penny
Lou
members
'Miss
Fifteen
organist, presented a
am myself, a complete person, regardless of how
to acquaint black high school attention to personal and family
A shower for Mr. and Mrs
euptial music. Mrs. Judy Rom the groptn. and Miss Rebecca students with opportunities in
of me may be missing. Now I have a leaner look m
thaannietrZ
Harold Bynum whose trailer
Premise Me," "He" and Don Wi ' s„Mece of the bride, nursing, has developed a soul health. Health care facilities
ng
"WO" days. My $SG prosthesis is on my closet shelf, never
home was destroyed by fire will
o
Their dresses seminar. It has been staged are expanding at an unpreceworn since the day I got it.
following the ceremony, "The were fltr_girls.
be held at the Bethel United
bandy,
trimmed nationwide to show the students dented rate. These include
lard's Prayer."
My family knows I am flat-chested, and why try to fool
. were etf white
Methodist Church at seven p.m.
nursing homes, neighborhood
Bride's Dress
in royil-biwsatirt4
strangers into believing that I have more than meets the
that nursing's where the action health centers, community
For items to be picked un, call
marriage
in
Brown
served
as
best
given
Danny
bride,
The
eye?
'Nix Crawford of Murray was a Mrs. Roy Bynum 753-5844 or Mrs.
mental ppealth facilities and
by her father, wore a full length man. The ushers were -Bernie Dr. Eileen Jacobi, ANA
Tell "A Reader" that a breast, or breasts are nothing guest at the meeting of the Sandra Bynum 753-6644.
home
litgfilth agencies.
Brown,
Carroll
gown of imported chantilly lace Talley, Gary
compared to her well-being and happiness. I am luckier thant, Mayfield Rotary Club Monday.,
executive director, said in an
and pleated tulle. A tapered Quiseoberry and Phillip War- interview that five per cent of
she because I have my husband. I agree, the road she ik night. A film on "Wleplash" in
Sunday, January 10
Opium accented the circular math, brother of the bride. Carry! high school graduates are
walking is lonely. A trip to surgery is always lonely. I've traffic collisions was shown.
An International dinner to raise Court train. A touch of sequins Clark, nephew of the bride, was attractedto nursing. To keep
been there many times. Thanks. Abby, for listening.
enhanced ring bearer. ,
"G" IN SAN DIEGO
pace wi demand, the figure
Mr. and Mrs. David Sykes and funds for scholarships will be enriched the skirt and
Mrs. Warmath Chose for her ought to be
to seven per
twin daughters, Leslie and Susan, held by the International Student
an
aqua
blue
daughter'S
wedding
cent.
DEAR ABBY: You are wrong. The reason newspapers have returned to their home in Association, Murray State, at the meet at the church at seven p.m.
Mash a three-ounce cake
silk brocade dress with beige
Adjust Hears
run pictures of brides and not grooms, is because people are Crown Point, Ind., after being the Woman's Clubhouse, at Six p.m.
of cream cheese and-Soften
corsage
accessories
and
wore
a
and
dollars
each
two
.Tickets
are
,..
Some hospitals, says Dr.
guests of their parents and
interested in seeing the winners, not the losers.
The Sigma Department V the of white roses. .
.
to dipping consistency with
is invited.
BURT THE BACHELOR grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack the public
Murray Woman's Club will meet Mrs. Haynes, mother of the Jacobi, are adjusting hours for cream or sour cream.
Seanurses
who
also
are
mothers,,
Sykes and Dr. and Mrs. Edwin
The Phi Mu Alpha Musicade at the club house at 7:30 a.m. A groom, wore an orange suit with The nurses work half-a-shift— son to taste with one to two
DiAR BURT: If that's the way you feel about marriage, Larson.
Kindergarten
Review
will
be
brown accessories. She also wore from 4 to 8 p.m. or from 8 teaspoons of anchovy paste
Will be held at the Recital Hall,
please give the girls you knew a break, and stay single.
given. Hostesses will . be
and add finely chopped
white roses.
p.m. until midnight.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow and Murray State University,at Wet Mesdames W. J. Pitman, Ken, a-corsage of
toasted walnuts. .. as many
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yeu get it off
Reception
p.m.
The
public
is
invited
and
children, Stacey and Hal, of
neth Harrell, Allen Russell, Following the ceremony, a Providing child care facilities
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box arise, Les Angeles. Cal,
Hannibal, Mo., were the recerfl there is not charge.
Frank Fazi, H. W. Wilson, and reception was held at the church. for the children of the mother as you like. Serve with
90919. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed guests of her parents, Mr. and
bread stick and celery "dipBillWyatt.
.
envelope.
The bride's table was covered nurses alk has been explored, pers" (it's fun to stand
.:
Mrs. Clyde Jones.: Following The Murray-Calloway County
with a white lace cloth. The but Dr. Jacobi said the feeling them up in tall mugs or
their visit,here, Mr. and Mrs.
The Theta Department of the flower arrangement and the is that it isn't the hospital's job
Club will have its monthly
glasses), and a platter of
For Abby's new booklet. -What Teen-Agers Wam to Prow spent a week on a skiing Shrine
at
the
breakfast
Murray Woman's Club will meet three-tiered cake were white and to operate nursery centers.
fellowship
crisp radishes, green onions
Meow." mid ft I. Abby, Rat 09700, Los Angeles, Cal. 90910. trip nearN ienver, Colorado.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. blue. Those serving were Mrs. Several years ago, Montefiore and sliced salami,
Holiday Inn at nine a.m.
mortaLibrary Promotion will be the Peggy Clark and Mrs. Sherry Hospital in New York made della
or
other
Italian
program. Hostesses will be wintins, sisters of the bride.
arrangements with a nearby meats.
Mesdames Nate Beal, J. B. Mr. and Mrs. Morris are now•
Monday, January 11
BIRTHS
Suspenders
are
The
Calloway
back,
County Burkeen, Ray Brownfield, and residing at 753 MUrray Court,
sas am um woeIn sew in ww SIN ins ma ion am Mt Ma mg
says 'Levi's, the world's
Genealogical Society will meet at Lloyd Boyd.
Murray, while Mr. Morris atthe home of Mrs. Robert L.
tends Murray State University. I
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Duncan, Jr., largest pants maker. So
saying, the company will
Bowden, Fanner Avenue, at 1:30 The Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish
Hopkinsville,
3'28
Wayne
Drive,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Powell of
feature lour numbers in
honor society, will meet in Room
p.m.
Fulton Route Four announce the Formerly of Murray, are the fa shion
suspenders—a
104 WilliOn Hall, -Murray State
parents
of
a
baby
boy,
Jason
nine-color ribbon stripe, a
marriage of their daughter,
p.m.
Univcriityt at
The
Suburban
Homemakers
4:
Julie,- to Bob Ligon, son of Mr. Christopher, weighing seven red and blue stripe, a red,
Club
will
meet
at
the
,home
of
Having trouble getting
and Mrs. Ralph Ligon of pounds nine ounces, born on white and blue stripe, and
Mrs.0.J. Jennings at Seven p.m.
Monday, January 4, at 9:50 p.rn.,-e a solid red.—They are to be
your children to eat? Some„.--1 it
%
Friday, January 15
Madisonville.
with Mrs: Lenith Rogers as
at the Murray-Calloway County *worn with suspender butShow of Arlo mothers have found thal
Art
BFA
The
cohostess.
they an get thoir children
tons.
Sprunger at the Exhibition Hall,
The ceremony was solemnized Hospital
to eatetter when:
Fine Arts Building,
Doyle
on Tuesddy, December 15, by Dr.
Prise
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
• Adults refrain from
The new fotheyita fields claim
being held since expressing food
after
close
H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First
will
the First United Methodist
dislikes bereprisentsitife .for the' State
charge.
-No
4.
Baptist Church, Murray.
January
fore young people.
To remove mildei . spots,
Church ,WSCS will meet at the
Farm heiiirice Company and
soap or de
Mothers prepare the
social hail at seven p.m.
ioaa.frnerly located in Murray. launder with
a
Senior Art Show of . Emily family's favorite foods in a
tergent and chlorine bleach
The newly married couple is
fabric
permit
Kappa
and
Princeton,
at
the
color
variety
if
Smith,
504 Main Street
now at home in Murray where
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
The C,ordelia Erwin Circle of
spf..4k,.
eMonotehernsewtryfoodto
Fine Arts Building, will
Room,
Pi
both are students at Murray State Roy Duncan, Sr., and Mr. and If stains remain,
the
South
'
Pleasant Grove United
Murray, Ky.
hydrogeauxmide.
Vic
with
tointm.
the
being held since
University
Methodist Church WSCS will close after
Mrs. Irvin Amis, all of Paducah. Rinse well and
family each month.
January 4. No charge.
WM
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Kentucky's economic
development activity in 1970
included the largest private xidustrial investment in the hisL
of the Commonwealth. Commerce Commissioner Paul W.
Grubbs reported that "new industries announced in Kentucky
this year will invest more than
$504,368,000 into the state's
economy. It is significant," he
said, "that 86.8 percent is pnvate
taxable investment, the balance
financed by revenue bonds."
Grubbs reported that the 72
new industries announced this
year will provide 6,556 new jobs
for Kentuckians. Major expansions by 92 existing new industries will add an additional
3,061 new lobs
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State News Bureau
with 22,992 jobs and P56,093,941
investment
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Signs of
1960-1963: 177 new industries the zodiac, mythological figures
with 13,498 jobs and $170,453,7M of Hindu and Western origin, all
investment
contribute to the theme "Know
Grubbs said he was 'pleased Yourself," designed especially
with this year's record because it for a consultation room in the
was accomplished in a year of Comprehensive Care Center of
business decline, high interest the central Kentucky Regional
rates and construction costs,
discontinuance of the investment
tax creidt and limited use of
industrial revenue bonds.
"Undoubtedly, our industrial
development program over the
decade has been a major factor in
the state's population increase,
no loss of
resulting in
representation in Congress as
experienced by neighboring
states."

In reviewing Kentucky's inJustrial development over the
Jecade, Grubbs listed the
Commonwealth's balanced tax
program as a primary factor in
attracthig new industry. "Our
iiyatern is non discriminating
with no segment of the economy
unduly taxed, making it attractive to new capital investors.
This program was developed
over the decade by threer, administrations and has provided
Kentucky with excellent school,
health, and highway systems.
Kentucky ranks exceptionally
high in new school buildings,
services, administrations, and
instruction according to its
Minimum Foundation Program
begun in the early fifties.

Health-Mental Retardation
Board in Frankfort.
Latex murals,symbolic of selfunderstanding, were executed for
the room on a volunteer basis by
two Franklin county high school
students during the past summer.
The murals are colorful
designs depicting such figures as
Nautilus, symbol of growth;
Makara, Hindu monster-fish;
Garuda, man-bird of Vishnu, an
Indian god; and many other
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"DOESN'T ALWAYS WORK" Brydges said a friend had
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)—State him the watch.
work, but
Senate Majority Leader Earl "It doesn't always
then," an
and
now
every
runs
it
in
alike: W. Brydgea was observed
mythlogica "Groups and individuals
Bib&iit and
Brydges said.
to
aide
Tuesday
capital
state
the
room's
the
relaxed with
representations.
noted. "It's carrying a "John Lindsay"
Initiating the theme for the desig ," Holt
meaningful, watch.
quite
but
room were Dr. John H. Parks, unusual,
understand The watch, which is not in
medical director, and Mrs. Lois especially when one
SAT/_corY YOUR NEEDS
figures." commercial production, carries
the
of
m
symbolis
the
for
Wragg, a volunteer worker
City
a drawing of the New York
the center, mentors for the entire
mayor amid a pile of garbage.
project.
The two who worked oa
Allen Holt, director of the project were Patricia An
Comprehensive Care Center, said Thomas, a Franklin County High
Chasm& S
that the room and its decor are School senior, and Roger D.
Mamma S
sae! 4
very appealing to the patients. Laing, a senior at Frankfort High
THUNSPAY EVENING PROGRAMS
a van Dyke Stew
School. They were selected by
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Matt Lincoln
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James Hargett, an art instructor
Matt Lincoln
-Pm Nebo('
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at Kentucky State College.
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By Lois Campbell
State News Bureau
FRANKOFRT, Ky.—The
and
Training
Kentucky
Development Foundation in
cooperation with Kentucky
Educational Television will offer
a course in speed reading to
Kentuckians this year.
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Donating their time, talent,
and energy, the students spent an1
entire summer executing a
theme they had not worked with
before.
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expressed in latex
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"
Yourself
"Know
theme
prehensive Care Center, explains the
tion room.
zodiac signs in the centers consulta
murals of mythological figures and
g, were
rstandin
self-unde
at
c
symboli
designs,
The murals, described as colorful
County High School, and Roger
Franklin
senior,
,
Thomas
Ann
painted by Patricia
School. (Karen Tam Photo)
D. Laing, senior, Frankfort High

-
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As a result, the Frankfort
center has one of the most
unusual consultation rooms in the
state. The center is among 22
such facilities in Kentucky,
established by the Department of
Mental Health to intergrate all
mental health services under one
program that will serve as close
to the community as possible.

Speed Read
Course To
Be on ETV

The popular "Speed Reading"
During this decade Kentucky course has been completely
teachers received one of the revised and recorded in color.
highest salary increases of all Measured results indicate the
states. Our balanced tax average student triples his
program has provided Kentucky reading speed if he follows the.
with an excellent highway course conscientiously.
program, improved health
A Telstar Production, the
facilities and appreciably added
to our general economic series of twelve 30-minute
deveffiriment with the addition of programs will be taught by Dr.
James I. Brown of the University
118,000 industrial jobs."
'The Commissioner listed other of Minnesota.
positive tactors that influenced
The series will be previewed on
Kentucky's industrial developon Jan. 11, 18 and 25 at 6:30
KETV
excellent
ment this year as the
programs will begin
Official
p.m.
attitude of state and local ofat 6:30 p.m. on a weekly
3
Feb.
l
industria
toward
ficials
The series will conclude
development. He expressed basis.
Weekly repeats will be
19
April
appreciation to the state's
the
professional industrial hOd e'Vh_F.0411Y,4uring
p:m.
f
at
ries
developlocal
and
s
developer
ment committees and founA fee of $15 per student includes
dations for industrial activities
of effort Brown's Efficient Reading
and continuity
Textbook; an ETV Study Guide
throughout the years.
New industries announced at r Efficient Reading; a reading
the end of his third year as timer and the twelve lessons by
in ew
SACK A
Commissioner of Commerce television.
York, Gunnar Jarring o
were compared with the first
Sweden loeks as if he might
three years of the two preceding
Applicants should send fees to be twiddling his thumbs,
admrninistrations:
and but he's not. He's busy tryTraining
Kentucky
1968-1970: 235 new industries
on, 600 ing to get Israel and the
Foundati
ment
Develop
with 21,498 jobs and $885X0,840 Cooper Drive, Lexington, Ken- ,
Arabs to come to some sort
investment
tucky 40506.
of peace terms.
s
industrie
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234
1964-1966:
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Memphis State Offers Graduate Courses At lambutfrin Jackson
This column flieqUestions and answerstfon fedeiral
_5J -meters.ikftiavideci hy the local dice ofjha U.S
Internaljtevenue Service and is published as a public
sertjet to iaxpayers. The column answers questions
"iiist frequently asked by taxpayers.
• Q) For some years I've prokeep in fairly close touch wiill s ed a home tor ley lather: If
some of my customers. To do he moes to a nursing home
this I must use my own car. because of ill health will we
Are my car costs deductible if still be able to clap him as a
I'm not reimbursed for them? dependent?
Al The use of your car on
A) A-close relative does not
company business is a deduct- have to be a member of your
• ible,expense to the extent that household to qualify as a deby ,
you are not reimbursedback",
peaeat,
„ in the situation you
.
_ ciesecihe..as long as.the other
: yqur company. Driving
• and forth front home to wo.Ar; dependenc tests are 'net - you
- however, ii 1--15erikftel e-Wehee-' may continue to claim yoia-r
and not'deductible. -father as a depen4ent.
Many taxpayersr find that
Furthermore, if your father
the standard -Mileage rate 91
12e per nide for the first is in a nursing tome primarily
15,000 „Miles and 9e a rn,ile because of the medical care
te
hepidter, is a coitsenient way provided there, the entire cost
f
igure this A-educticut -yr—of-his-maintenance is -considonly requires a reading of your -rrerett - It" roedIeel expense. If
speedometer at the start and personal or family- reasons
end of your business driving. prompted the decision for him
Petking feel ant tolls may be -to-enter the,home, only those
expenses. specifically for mediadded to the mileage costa,
• If you prefer, you may de- cal tare will be considered -deduct the actual expenses,. Of,, due_t_ible medical expenses.
operating your cat. Include depreciation, insurance and -Sindtar costs but be sure to prorate" Q) Can I deduct the pledge
them between the Wiliness and- -1 made to my church's build.
personal use of the-car.- - .
lag fund drive?

Louisville Orchestra To Have

graduate program.
The -Lambuth College office
will be open Monday through
Thursday, 4-8 p.m., and on
Saturday from 9 a.m. until noon.
Included in _the_ ...regular
State---eampus
Memphis
enrollment are I08 Jackson
residents.
Registration will be January

the fields of education and
JACKSON, Tenn.—After more University graduate credit may
business administration
_ . than a year of study and be earned.
Since 1966, Memphis State has
__discussions with Lambuth Directing the new office's offered 30 separate classes with
Lambuth
the
from
activities
A) No, however, you way .College and other area educators
an enrollment of approximately
deduct. the.,arasunt you ae- Memphis State University today College campus will be James E. 450 in Jackson. During 1970, 141
tnally paid
year on Logr_ announced the opening of a full McAlpin, assistant director- of studentssaereialing dark work
pledge aa a cr1ts4e-coatri — time, staffed extension office on continuing studies at
through the extension service.
bution. That part of your the local campus.
Also on the staff will be full
Mr. McAlpin said that
pledge which is paid in Macprofessors
from
time senior
ceeding years may be deducted
State and a secretary. estimates show some 250 persons
the
Memphis
"Although
University
has
when paid.
offered extension credit:courses. Initial class.efferings„ will.he. Fill* served in 1971 through the
in the Jackson area since the
1950's, the demand for these
programs has expanded too
rapidly for them to be administered from Memphis," Dr.
A You may deduct some of Cecil C. Humphreys, Memphis
MONTREAL HOLDS
FRANCE'S RHONE
these costs but must capitalize State president, said. "In order
THREE IN LAPORTE
VALLEY UNDER
PRIME MINNIE'
KIONAP-MUtDIR
of
structures
others. The cost
HEAVIEST SNOW
for us to do an effective job in.
INDIRA GANDHI,
IN 25 YEARS
to
depreor facilities subject
SEEKING INDIA
meeting the increased service
POLICY MANDATE,
ciation must be capitalized demands for this section of West
CALLS ELECTIONS
with the costs recovered
through annual depreciatitaa. Tennessee, a separate office is
allowances. This covers such
MERCY PLEAS
items as water wells, pipes,
FROM AIROAD
•'One of the foremost aims of
FOLLOW TRiAL
tiles and concrete dams.
the Goals Committee for Jackson
OF 16 EASOLIES
IN BURGOS
You may elect to deduct, has been the expansion of
within certain limitations, the educational opportunities in the
costs of drainage ditches, di-__ eity to include graduatecourversion channels, earthen clams
and ponds along with certain-- ses," Dr. James S. Wilder, Jr.,
LIKE A LOT OF US,
CONGRESS FACES
other expenditures. If you de-- president of Lambuth College,
A PILE OF SILLS
said.
"For
some
time, the
duct these expenses you must
53 OF 55 GET
do it the first tax year you education and civic leaders of
GUERRILLAS CUT
OUT ALIVE AS
have such expenses.
NEW YORK JET
this area have expressed a desire
LOOSE AGAIN IN
CRASHES ON
JORDAN AGAINST
for
this
expansion
and
we
hope
Details are contained in
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Husseis4 FORCES
4 TOUCHDOWN
Publication 925, Farmers Tax that this will be the first step
Guide. It's available free from toward establishing a center for
ERITREA SEPARATISTS
your County Agent or by *end- graduate study on a permanent
CLAIM SELASSIE JET
GRAZIL AGREES TO FREE
ATTACK KILLED 500
ing a post card to your IS and
POLITICAL PtISONEIS
continuing basis."
TRADE FOR KIDNAPED
District office.
SWISS AMBASSADOR
Under the new program, nine
hours of Memphis State

Two unusual musical per- nas won critical acclaim for his NEW YORK (UPI)—Definite
, -sonalities are the featured artists many recitals and orchestral signs of group rotation have
on the Louisville Orchestra's engagements in the United States appeared in the latest rally,
_ ..jconcerts on January 15 and 16. and abroad, and shortly after his Tro Inc. says. The company
- .Pianist Lee Luvisi will perform two Louisville performances will says although the blue chips
Rachmaniooff's Third Piano depart on his . second major and some secondary issues are
Concerto and the guest conductor European tour.
"overbought and vulnerable,
-Ville there is no clearcut evidence
is the reknowned,'Julius Rudel. Maestro Rudels Le-WS
recent now that a correction is
follows
Julius Rudel is the Music debut
Director and Chief Conductor' of engagements with the opera imminent." The firm believes
further substantial reductions in both the
Change. That's what ifs all about this
the famed New York City Opera. companies -of Munich and Stut- that with speculation "still at a
'discharge of hydrocarbons and carbon
with
the
Germany,
and
tgart,
He also holds the posts of Music
low point and public skepticism
year. And that's what Wli mean by putting
monoxide. ,
Director of the Cincinnati May orchestras of Philadelphia,. high ... this bull market seems
All 19'71 Chevrolet engines run
you first.
Festival and Mtigic Advisor of the Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Houston, likely to continue for many
efficiently on gie new no-lead or low-lead
These are uneasy times.
Kennedy Ceriter for the Per- Dallas, and Israel.
months."
gasolines, too, which not only decreases air
There are major concerns. About
forming Arts in Washington, D. In addition to the Rachpollution but increases the life of your spark
your
hardAbout
About
safety.
pollution.
,
maninoff Third Piano Concerto "Remember there is usually
C.
plugs, exhaust system and other engine
earned_ Ol_lev. We k_holfr_
• components.-- Lee Luvisi will be making his with Lee Luvisi as soloist, a hangover -Inert over-indulFor the past 1()_years..-c.Nevrolei
,.. sixth appearance with the Or- Maestro Rudel's program in- gence," warns the Neil Letter
have
questioned
research people
thousands
Caprice.The biggest, most luxurious
chestra at these concerts. He is a cludes Schubert's Overture to of Contrary Opinion. The
m nsing taxes
of peopiti-on_every subject
- •
Chevrolet-ever.
A complete change.
4Laureate of the Queen Elisabeth "Rosamunde" and Brahma' newsletter says the recent . to the size of the giov
their. cars.
• ,
„
w of Belgium Piano Competition of Third Symphony. Performances edvarice
enetrated many tealsWe've found that
_
.
'
'
Bigness in itself Is nothing. But if it
VC
1960, a graduate of the Curtis are in Louisville's Brown Theatre tance levels and the "stamp- - • i -maintenance costs, trade-in l
v lue
a and quifity allows you to letigthen the distance between
Institute, and currently artist-in- on Friday and Saturday, January ede" was accompanied by a !have become tremendouslYi portant. ' the front and rear wheels (which we did),
residence at the University of 15 and 16 at 8:30. For tickets, call great volume of trading. Neil
Your car has to work-nt s to last.
then you've got something.
Louisville School of Music. He 502-587-8681
feels the market's action was
And each new model must-haire more
You've got a smoother ride.
"unexpected" and cautions that
,
.
built-in value.
The idea in the 1971 Caprice was to
it "has also used up a lot of
At Chevrolet, we understand._
give you the looks and comfort of a six- or
--You want meaningful chaktge. You
strength."
seven-thousand-dollar car, without asking

1\

Massive injections of new
money into the banking system
or slack demand from subdued
business activity or both will
lead to a decline in high-grade
bond yields and therefore
-should be helpful to stock
prices," Hoppin. Watson & Co.
believes. The company estimates the long-term an usual
return from common stocks at
9 per cerkt and "new money will
again tend, to favor equities"
once long-term bond rates fall
below that figure.

want improvements that are not just skin!
1 •
deep, but-deep-seated.
. And one of those, among the many
that you'll find in the 1971 Chevrolets, is
new emission controls to help_bring back ,
— clean- air.In every new model, we've made -

you to pay that much for it. And above all,
tti build in as much dependability and

-

State Treasurer Mikeslitirabelli
walks daily past his locked car
parked outside the governor's
mansion. But be can't drive it.
Someone took his coat by
mistake on Ws* Year's Day
while Mirabelli was watching
football games on television at
the mansion. His car keys were
in a' pocket.

DEFENSIVE DEROLLATION OROWLE0
HALTED IN SOUTH VIITHRM-10
FAR, ENOUGH GROWTH RUNWO TO
FEED 600,000 PROPU POR MLR

secnrity as possible.
Sci.we changed the body structure,
too. We made it stronger. And we made it
quieter by putting a double lark of steel in
the•roof.
Caprice, as you can see below, is a lot
of luxury at a Chevrolet price.
•
Vega.The litdelt Chevy ever. It wasn't

dianged from anything.
Before budding Vega, we read
everything we Could get our hands on about
littletàrsWe ttdked to owners. We studied
little cars up One side and down the other
and, literally, tore them apart. We found
out what made them tick, or why they
didn't tick.
What ticked were gas economy and
dependability. What didn't were underpowered engines, cramped quartentand
getting blown around in the wind.
In our little Vega, everything ticks.
It's not just another little car. You didn't
want that. It's One little car that does
everything well.

TV Special.
Chevrolet presents Changing Scene III
with Engelbert Humperdinck• Don Adams
• Barbara Eden• and a host of other stars
• ABC-TV, Jan. 7. Consult local listings for
time and channel

The Alexander Hamilton Institute does not expect the rally
to continue 'in such a strong
fashion" but it does anticipate
"a steady, gradual upturn in
stock prices" in 1971. Quality
issues have been the "watchword" of the recent vigorous
upswing in the institute believes
this will be the case throughout
1971
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ITS NOT

-to have the sissified-rya
Gayton
Glen Teddy, thinks this Yorkshire terrier, bu y
have
to be decked out with curlers for Philadelphia Dog Shiite,

Catnaro.

We've just made a few changes to make

Monte Carlo.

America's best-liked sporty ear even
more so: 1) Built head restraints right into the front
bucket seats. 2) Cushioned the steering wheel center.
3) Modified the engines for new no-lesid or low-lead fuel. .

Changed? No, refined.
The classic fine-grid grille is one
refinement. Another, Power-Beam
headlights are spaced wider apart.
Plus a tasteful new hood ornament.

A vanishing-tailgate*
.auenelle. How do you change America's mosupoputar
,

I
.
_
gi
_
.
puralyred taster riVetilaska collapsed thtiTOOf In erninhtl:
. THE-NEAVY SNOW iffat
_it', the P.,t,iin,Itint Fuiniture Store7s-se was. Thousands of travelers, air and
-r ond were handed through-asit thre....MidwitsL- r

mid-size car? Very carefully. We coutoureda 'stew grate_
Gave you new single-unit Ittwer.Beam hiadlSghtL
1 Reaculptured both bumpers. Carefully. Very carefully.

A: big change ii-tour big
*Neon. The window goes up
into the roof, the Glide
Away tailgate-disappears upper the floor. Out of sight.
Out of wur way. •

Nova. We changed'
our attitude about
change and gave
asyou
only what you
for. New colors and
fabrics, new PolverBeam headlamps, a more
responsive standard Six. Nova, still
America's not-too-small not-too-big car.

See what we mean by putting you first? Now at your Chevrolet&alert.

2,0C

szIlCI
like
dcpi
crils
11
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Experimentation Is Theme Of
New College In Amherst, Mass,
conventional academic disci144•,) ID D. HASKELL
, Mass. (UPI)- plines and has, rather, three
AMR
Ask "what's new?" at Hamp- schools-humanitlet iflda
shire College and you'd better social sciences and natural
be prepared to spend a couple sciences.
of days listening.
And there'll be none of those
The college is new, admitting freshman, sophomore, junior
its first claw this fail; the and senior labels. Students will
college came into being because be required only to pass a
its "neighbors" wanted it; the comprehensive examination at
innovations planned were new the end of three separate
when the college was being "divisions," each of which lasts
formulated; and some of the as long as the individual
adurses, if not exactly new, are student wants to prepare for
somewhat weird.
his examination.
The college's first 250
Richard C. Lyon, dean of the
students began their studies in
college, said the first division,
have
now
by
and
September
for example, will normally be
learned that their college
completed by the end of the
experience is going to be at the
student's second year, although
very least different.
it could take longer or shorter,
Experimentation is the theme
depending on the individual
of this new college, nestled on
student.
550 acres in the Connecticut
An assorted group of tasic
River Valley. Franklin Patterwill be offered in the
studies
son, college president, said one
first division, while the second
of Hampshire's primary roles is
student to
a
will allow
as an "experimenting" institute" on a particular
"concentra
tion to test programs and to
topic. In the third division he
pass them on to other colleges
will take over direction of his
-if they are successful.
independent research, field
own
The college, a coeducational
or creative work.
project
liberal arts institution which
To allow the fullest range of
students
1,500
to
have
expects
opportunities,
educational
1970s, was
mid
the
by
and the other four
Hampshire
established through the initiacolleges that helped form the
tive of the neighboring colleges
new school will allow students
of Amherst, Smith, Mount
at one college to take courses
Holyoke and the University of
at any of the others.
Massachusetts. The new school
Unlike other colleges, the
for
model
"a
be
was to
here will not enjoy
faculty
innovations in undergraduate
tenure, but will work on a
education."
contract basis with renewals
In a broad, the .college has
dependent solely ph teaching
of
done away with the concept
competence.
departments organized around

CLEARANCE
SALE
MENS SUITS
NEW RUNNING MATE-George Wallace, 51, who begins
his second term as Alabama governor on Jan. 18, and
his bride, the former Cornelia Ellis Snively, 31, leave
Montgomery on a Gulf Coast honeymoon. The American Independent Party head has four children, she two.

ONE GROUP
of

3

YOU AND
HE DRAFT
BY
LONEL TAYLOR L. DAMSON

At the beginning of the year, consists of registrants like
banks are required by state law Vogelberger.
to publish a financial statement. In order to fill the first call of
There is no similar requirement 1971, it will be necessary to order
for an element of the Selective young men in the First Priority
Service System to report on their Selection Group (born in 1951). In
annual manpower debits and this way, random selection
assures fairness of consideration
credits.
However, we in Kentucky are to all registrants.
pleased that in 1970 our loc
boards met each month's call. *In March of 1971! will be l9
This is what we have so often Do!enter the lottery pool on that
referred to as professionalism. date?
You may recall that in January
will not receive
t970, we began to fill calls by a A. No. You
Number
new procedure, that of random your Random Selection
for
selection. The President deter- until the date of the drawing
eligible
be
not
will
you
and
1971,
random
mined the- highest
be for induction (if I-A or I-A-0)
to
selection. ....number
1972.
Phase I of the project, already "reached" in filing the monthly until January
By Dave Thompson
++++
inSpindletop,
call.
completed by
,
State News Bureau
Nationwide the highest number
volved establishing the plan
KY.-A
FRANKFORT,
objectives, defining the plan and "reached" was 1952',For Ken- Q. Presently I am a fireman
ive
planning project
comprehens
determining its overall scope. tucky's local boards, however, with an occupational deferment
designed to determine KenPhases 11, 13! and IV involve data the highest number "reached" which will expire in April 1971. I
tucky's airport facility needs for
collection, forecast of future was 170. In keeping wit). the spirit will become 26 years of age on;
the future is being undertaken by
demand and the development of and intent of the Executive Order March 2, 1971. I have lottery
Spindeltop Research, Inc., the statewide system plan.
of April 23, local boards number 29. What will my Status.
Lexington, announced Kentucky
The statewide system plan reclassified deferred registrants be?
Aeronautics Commissioner outlined in Phase I consists of as I-A, thereby having an even
A. An induction order may not
Robert W. Moore.
three.elements-a physical plan, flow of men with low random be issued after your 28th billdoes
The four-phase, 6109,000 financial plan and an operations sequence numbers available to thday. I fy our local board
not extend your deferment and
project is being conducted by plan. In developing the physical fill its calls.
However, some young men you become I-A, you will be
Spindletop Research for the plan, Spindletop will inventory
Department of Aeronautics and airport facilities throughout the remained in a deferred status moved into a lower random
Program state, analyze data on population, during most of 1970, and when sequence group.
Kentucky
the
income, employment and other their deferment expired late in
Development Office.
project
omic factors, and the year, the remaining calls for
the
of
sorioecon
The objectives
are to develop a statewide airport evaluate future plans of other 1970 bad. been filled. These men
system plan that will provide for agencies, air boards and on Jan. 1 wW be moved into the
the orderly growth of a system of organizations. The study also Extended Priority Selection
airports to meet Kentucky's air calls for determining present Group and will be the first to be
transportation requirements and usage of airports and forecasting processed for induction in 1971.
For example, Victor V.
to determine the . relationship future demands.
r, RSN 12, was in
the
Vogelberge
of
component
and
n
The
financial
constructio
between airport
NEW YORK (UPI)-Since
plan will be directed toward Class INS. In mid-November he the administration is detereconomic development.
of
because
college
"The plan," said Moore, "will estimating development cost and dropeeti out of
mined to get the economy
give the state a framework for establishing criteria for funding. academic difficulties, and was moving, investors can expect
official
the
at
I-A
reclassifed
operations
the
nt
developme
developing
In
future airport
continued monetary expansion,
programs consistent .with short, plan, Spindlethp will examine December ineeking of his local according to Paine, Webber,
intermediate and long-range policies and procedures of the board.
& Curtis Inc The
Before his procedural rights Jackson
Department of Aeronautics, its
needs."
company says interest rates
was
1970
for
call
last
the
expired,
with
dealing
He also pointed out the study regulatory powers
because
a will be reduced further
will provide a basis not only for aviation and the role of fixed- filled. Being in I-A with
borrowing
of
absence
an
coordinating airport plans with base operators. In addition, "reached" number on Dec. 31, demand is piling up funds in
be moved
those of state, metropolitan and Spindletop will recommend ways 1970, Vogelberger will
The firm
Priority commercial banks.
urban agencies in areas of to improve airport operations. into the Extended
ly, lower
"traditional
concludes
and
use, Persons and organizations to Selection Group on Jan. 1,
land
transportation,
easier
and
rates
interest
p
economic development and be contacted during the project probably will be in the grou
monetary policy have been
for
to
report
order
an
receiving
airports,
of
for
include managers
resource utilization but also
bullish for the stock market
airport systems fixed-base operators, govern- induction early in 1971.
coordinating
the present experience
and
a
Frankly we do not anticipate
ment agencies, air carriers,
plans in adjoining states.
•
should be no exception."
Our
January.
for
pilots
call
m.,
large
Comiu
of
both
Chambers
satisfy
"Our goal is to
17,000
the
of
share
te
proportiona
present and future aviation needs and aircraft owners.
market will Move
month will wipe out "The stock
while maximizing the economic The project is scheduled Mt men for this
higher this wine
ly
significant
the Extended
development of individual completion in early October, our stockpile of
duPont, Glore
F.1.
ter,"
which
Group
Selection
Priority
.
facilities," Moore emphasized 1971.
Forgan de Co. believes The
company reaches this conclusion because it foresees a
recovery in real output, a
"slide" in new AAA corporate
bond yields and, a "slowing" in
unit cost increases
.•
The Federal Reserve Breird
may not make "any major
easier money moves in the
months ahead," Spear and Staff
Inc. says. The firm foresees a
continued fall in interest rates
as pressures to borrow continue
to wind down. "This will tend
to reduce the negative spread
between high-grade bonds and
equities ... and should prevent
fixed income security from
becoming a major drag on
stocks in 1971," the company
predicts.

Wall Street
Chatter

The market has reached an
overbought condition, according
to Standard & Poor's Corp. The
company cautions that "a
further nearby advance an
reinvestment demand would be
an open invitation to profit
ED-The skeleton - Of -a man crucified
2,000-YEAR-OLG Clit/a1XION UttEARTH
taking." But the firm believes
Jerunear
cave
A
in
scholars.
by Israeli
about 2.00,0 years ago has been unearthed
lboked
any pause or correction would
e
might,haV
man
(above) depictslvhat the
salem An artist's recorektruction
one
the
be "temporary" and it urges
Ulan
method was even more painful
like_dnd the method of crucifixion. The
nailed ter the
"utilizing such reactions to add
were
aims
d
utstretChe
victirreco
the
which
MO'
_.....„. ____depicted by history in
to holdings of soundly valued
-adlheTOrtelcrbY-iilits -thriitigli-thif
crasbar threitglrfrielafiiiiinf tbrhand3.
M-117
stocks." --1-11
tr:1117-1M
nnwzr twrwrisr. -atir17#747trrefftri,
of Inv Toot.
:..,,a.Cablephoto)
(tomb)."
144snury
his
into
chiseled
. Vehi,hanan. was

and more
ONE GROUP ASSORTED STYLES & SIZES

Values to '95.00

Now

$2000

Reg. '120.00

'69.95

Reg. '110.00

'65.00

Reg. 95.00
Reg. 89.95
Reg. 85.00
Reg. 75.00

'59.95
'55.00
'50.00
'45.00

All Suits
Reduced
for Sale

Pendleton, Cresco, Peters
& Puriton Leather Suede Leather • Wool
Corduroy

All c.P4).

JACKETS
REDUCED 1/3 Off
Reg. '85.00
Reg, '80.00
Reg. '60.00
Reg. '55.00
Reg, '45.50-'47.50 Reg. '39.95
Reg. '29.95

Reg. 170.00 - - - - Now '50.00
Reg. 165.00
'47.50
145.00
Reg. '59.95
'40.00
Reg. '55.00
'37.00
Reg. '49.95
'35.00
Reg, '45.00
Reg. '35.00 Corduroy - '25.06

'60.00
'57.50
'42.00
- '32.50
'29.95
'19.95

Levi
Jeans

SLACKS

Corduroy, Twill,
Denim
Values to '9.00

Values to '12.00

Reg. '6.00 to '8.00

$400
NOW
MEN'S

TOP
COATS
and
ALL-WEATHER
COATS
REDUCED

All Fall and Winter
Merchandise
Marked Down for

• ONE LARGE GROUP
W1151 SHIRTS
Famous

CLEARANCE SALE!!

Brauds

25% to
50%

Many Other items T Riiilucaci That Arenbflt9I4tiaai:

ALL Mfg

Sweaters
e Cardigan
Button

r2

All Shp-Over V-Neck and Scoop Neck,
Short and Long Sleeve 1/3 off

Mens Hats
Our Famous Brands
1,4 PrIce
One Large Group
Reg. '22.50 - - -'16.95
Reg. '20.00 - - 15.00
Reg. $18.95- -- 13.50
Reg. '16.95 - - - '12.50

GRAHAM &'JACKSON
--"'

Phone 753-3234

KENTUCKY
& TIMES — MURRAY ,
THE LEDGER
.
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Rediscover
Kentucky

By Mrs. R. D. Key
December 29, ire
Those spending Christmas day
In the home of Mrs. Ella M
were Mrs. Berne Jenkins, Mr.
By Helen Price Stacy
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Mike
and Kenny, Miss Sheryle
Role of Man in the EnEtheridge,- Mr. affcrMrs. Glynn
Winter Adds Its
vironmental Quality Over
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
Special Charm To
Population," and Joe 13runa,
and son, Rickie, Mr. and Mrs.
Kentucky Park Events
Elizabethtown, on "The Meets
Jack Wyatt, Ginger and Guy,
of Governmental Agencies on
Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. and
By Helen Price Stacy
Environment."
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Special Writer
Dinner will be served in the
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Holley Morris and WEST LIBERTY, Ky.— lodge starting at 5:30 p.m.
daughter, Michelle, Mr. and Mrs Summertime activity at Ken- Saturday; and at 8 p.m.thilawill
y's
Milford Orr and son, Terry, Bro. tucky's state resort parks in- be a- summation of the
Jerry Lee, and Susan Sykes. cludes masses of people, and activities and drawi .g f5ir
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and gaiety is a broad thing, sweeping valuable door prizes. All guest
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore, Bro. and out to the skylifts, swimming speakers will then comment on
Mrs. Terry Sills, Laura Dene, polls, stables and family picnics; the .trips, people and en-Terri Lynn, and.Steve, Mr. and but in winter there is an intimacy vironrhent,.followed bf4i sodlal 7-Mrs. Douglas Bandyke.
brought about by pink-cheeked and a late, late movie.
On Sunday field trips start at 9
Bro. Jerry Lee, Mr. and Mrs. hikers in from the trail, moving
R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Henry to an open fire lin the lodge lobby, a.m., with dinner at 12 in the
Sykes and son,Tony, were supper calling greetings to other lodge dining room. At 2 p.m:
guests of Bro. Warren Sykes' guests—in fact, it is quite similar (Sunday) guests will be taken on NO BLIZZARD HERE —
family on Christmas Eve. Other to people in the mountains who a guided tour through a lighted Dawn Spear cavorts in the
visitors were the Glynn Orr's.
surf at Miami Beach. _,Fla,_
talk about the weather and oc- cave. „
This is listed as a "workshop"
in 75 degree weather. •
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and casionally complain about it, but
thildren from Nashville spent revel in its crisp, cold days when and anyone who has participated
SNOW-BELTED--Aerial view shows cars and trucks of motorists stranded by a blizzard near Wilson, Katt!
Christnulk 'kWh the Glynn Orr they call their "hellos" and in past work shops know that family.
"howdys" to neighbors and invite much is learned.. . he or she also
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Enloe them in "to sit a spell before the knows that the weekend is one of
pleasure,leisurely fellowship and
Tarkington, Mrs. Clara -Wicker fire."
and son, Ancil, Mr. and Mrs. Coming up January =, 23, and two or three days spent in an
Bennie Fries were supper guests 24 are two events, either of which atmosphere so peaceful as to be
•
A Mrs. Holice Grooms on will allow this feeling of closeness alnlacidivelievable considering
Christmas Eve.
and fellowship . . . even if today's hurried pace.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Paschall everyone starts out as strangers. Please .make reservations
visiied Mrs. Ella Morris and
One of the events— 'Winter early for these events by calling
family and Mrs. Oman Paschall Weekend of Art"—was explained the park of your choice or Central
Saturday night.
in detail in a previous column... Reservations, Frankfort, Ky.
Also mark on your calendar the
Mrs. Oman Paschall is staying and will take place at Jenny
with her mother, Mrs. Ella Wiley State Resort Park near following upcoming events:
Morris,for awhile since the death Prestonsburg ( call the park for "Eagles Revisited" Feb. 12, 13,
14 at Kentucky Dam Village State
A her husband.
further information).
—.-Vr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, The other is a field naturalist Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallirnore workshop at Carter Caves State "Reptiles and Amphibians"
visited the Gaylon H. Morris' Resort Park near Olive Hill, Ky., March 26, 27, 28, also at Kentucky
family Sunday.
called "Environment Weekend." Dam Village State Park.
Mr. an Mrs. Charlie Wicker
What could be more compatible "Ornithology" April 23, 24, 25
visited Ancil Wicker and mother than an art weekend at one park at Cumberland Falls State Resort
At Close of Business December 31, 1970
Sunday.
with artists showing in- Park.
ASSETS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and terpretations of their en- -Wildflowers" May 7, 8, 9 at
thilciren and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn vironment . . . and a naturalist Pine Mountain State Resort
DEC. 3L-1969
DEC. 31, 1970
3rr were dinner guests of the workshop devoted to preserving Park.
•
MORTGAGE
LOANS
$1,294,619.02
FIRST
$19,101,483.71
Glynn M. Orr's Saturday.
this environment, scheduled at For further information con61,458,47- Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker another park less than 50 miles tact Kentucky Department of
F.H.A. IMPROVEMENT LOANS
67,703.00
Parks, Office Building Annex,
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and Mrs. away?
SAVINGS
ACCOOTS
246,813.92
ON
LOANS
a
164,074.44
Dynan Paschall Saturday af- The field naturalist workshop is Frankfort, Ky. 40601. At Carter
REAL ES,I 'ATE SOLD ON CONTACT
17,347.76
16,668.20
:ernoon.
one of several scheduled from Caves State Resort Park, the
606-286-4411.
number
phone
is
REAL ESTATE OWNED---Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and now until late spring. Each will
42,500.00
22,500.00
Mr. taint Mrs, Jack Wyatt and be concerned with providing
INVESTMENTS AND SECURITIES
1,250,400.00
J541,80Q,C0
chili:Irene visited Mr. and Mrs. deeper understanding and insight
EQUIPMENT ILess Depreciation)
OFFICE
87,030.64
,.19,440.88
Hope Key Saturday night.
into the natural history of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker, region.
- OFFICE BUILDING '
355,442.08
355,477.06
along with the children and Sponsored by the Kentucky
OTHER
ASSETS
260,813.86
,2.63,665.19
grandchildren of Mr. Arlin Department of Parks, the
DEFERRED CHARGES
,
981.86
Paschall had supper with him "Environment Weekend" starts
7,839.94
Christmas day.
on Friday with dinner and
CASH ON HAND AND IN BANKS
428,125.75
1,916,419.03
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins, registration in Caveland Lodge,
TOTAL ASSETS Mike and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. followed by a program featuring
$22,136,993.36
$23,245,672.45
Milford Orr and Sheryle Frank Partee, James P. Carter
Etheridge were dinner guests of and Dr. Roger Barbour. . . then a
LIABILITIES
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Slinday. "social" and turn-in.
SAVINGEPOSITS
Other visitors on Sunday night Saturday begins with an early.$19,631,531.70
$21,346,483.18
were Mr. and Mrs. Hubert morning bird walk-walkers may
1CDVANCE FROI FEDERAL HOME LOAN B
795,000.00
None
Marshall.
eat a hurried breakfast at 7 a.m.
'LOANS IN PROCESS
69,972.51
68,123.24
Mr. and Mrs.
Vandyke or wait until after the bird walk
OTHER LIABILITIES
visited Bro. and
erry Sills and enjoy hotcakes and sausage,
79,404.73,
109,245.92
Christmas eve.
ham and eggs in leisure. At 9 a.m.
DEFERRED CREDITS
21,488.38
51,091.30
Mrs.Ovie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. field trips begin with competent
SPECIFIC-RESERVES
-•
8,113.85
9,021.42Clerris Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. tour leaders in charge.
GEN.ERAb4ZESERVES —
Derrel Wilson arid-children, Mr. Field trip No. 1 will be a
1,373,995'18
1,463,995.18
and Mrs. Quitman Key, Mr. and flashlight ( bring your light) tour
SURPLUS
157,487.01
197,712.21
•
Mrs. Jimmie Key, Mrs. Barbara of Bat Cave where milliorls of
Perkins and children spent bats sleep peacefully and harTOTAL LIAK
$22,136,993 36
$23,245,672.45
Christmas day with Mr. and Mrs. mlessly on the ceiling—Dr.
Maburn Key.
Wayne Davis of the University of
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins Kentucky leading.
RECORD OF GROWTH
and son from Chicago spent Field trip No. 2 will be
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. "mammal walk" led by Dr.
12-3140
1 .123,376.78
12-31-67
18,865.576.85
Taylor Owen and Mr. and,Mrs. Roger Barbour also of the
of
plea
is
the
GUILTY
P.40T
12-31-50
915.707.44
12-31-68
Rufus Hopkins.
University of Kentucky.
21,307,516.67
manacled Claude Vealey of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Trip No. 3 will be a look at an Clevelann this Wshing12-31-60
8,927,847.95
. 12-31-69
22,136,993.36 2hildren visited the Warren aquatic habitat and study of ton, Pa.,
arraignment in the
12-31-65
15,563,389.57
12-31-70
Sykes' and R. D.Key's Saturday. stream life led by James P. murder of United
$23,245,672.45
Mine
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and Carter, biologist with the entuclry ‘Vorkers leader Joseph Ya2hildren visited the Warren Department of Fish & Wildlife blonski, his wife arkl
Sykes' and R. D. Key's Saturday. Resources.
daughter a year ago:Four
Mr. and Mrscl;khel Paschall, At 12 noon (on Saturday) 'others also are accused, bu
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Paschall everyone returns to the lodge for have yet to be extrad'
and boys attended church at lunch, then at 2 p.m., Dr. Davis
frOnr•Ohio
'forth Fork Sunday with their will direct a discussion on "The
*rents :and grandparents, Mr.
OVI
and Mrs Willie Jones. who were
*lebrating their 62nd wedding
anniversary Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
EARN UP TO
want to thank each and every One
for their visits, calls, cards, and
Dr. Ralph H. Woods
nice gifts given to their son,
Mitch, while he was in the
President Emeritus
hospital and since he came home.
Especially do they thank you for
Murray State University
THERE FIRST!
the prayers. Mitch is enjoying
playing with all his gifts. Hopes to
W. R. "Bob* Perry
return back to school soon.
Businessman and Farmer
Several wortien train- Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah
Officars and Emplay•as
"visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
" Wicker Tuesday morning for
Brucitiomai, Manager
breakfast. Mrs. Wicker worked
with them at the hospital for'the
Bob Grogan, Community Service Officer
past several years before moving
Mrs. Helen Foley, Teller
here

23 Million
Dolla
rs
of
Protection for Our Savers!
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
INCLUDES MURRAY BRANCH

1ES

Murray Branch
Advisory Board Members

WITH THE ZIP CODE
OUR MAIL GETS

Home
Loans Now
Available
• NO RED TAPE
• NO LONG WAIT

1230 mergers
(UPI):
WASHINGTON
Only 1230 business mergers involving the exchange
of at least $700,000 were
completed this year, a 28
per cent decline from the
1712 deals completed in
1969. Mergers & Acquisilions magazine reported

PACE NI

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association
304 E. Main Alur'ray
Phone 753-7921
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

itritifeiefor
HELP WANTED

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

Notice To Creditors
WoMEN: DO you need extra
NEW YEAR's BARGAINS- ARE YOU looking for a good
money to help with winter exVERY ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK home near New
ROBERTS REALTY has several,rooniz modern house at a
penses. Earn up to $4.00 per hour
Marvin L. Miles, Dec'd
Providence. Living room with fireplace; kitchen with built-in WillielVrather, Route 7, Murray,
houses which fit this description. modest price? See this one at 101
in spare time. Call 753-1711. J9C
ceramic
range, oven and dishwasher; carpeted throughout,
It is a buyers market and we have South 8th Street. Four beggp.ms,
Kentucky, Administrator
bath, two utility rooms, patio, outside storage, good deep well,
some real good buys to start this den, two full bathire„ lull
FURNACE INSTALLER, Sheet
home.
constructed
rot.
well
A
acre
one
carport,
double
basement. 753-7769 or 753year. For example read on.
metal worker, full time, exTrearnon McCuistion, Dec'd
DUPLEX located adjoining 3800.
J9C
New Conperience preferred. Contact
2 Raymon McCuiston,
/
SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynn Grove. Has 11
elementary school. This one has
Administrator
Tinsley Heating and Air ConKentucky,
cord,
MEMPHIS, Till' N. Ph. 525-1415
baths, living room, kitchen-family room, carpeting, utility
..*Iredrooma,' living roam, FIVE ROOM house with garden.
ditioning,Murray,Ky 753457.
room, carport, city water, one acre lot.
J9C
den
kitchen, with dining Call 753-4600.
J12C
Kate Thompson Peery, Dec'd
NASHVILLE, TOIL Pt 256-5847
facilities, ale, carpeting
Aubrey Sills, 902 Pogue Avenue,
PRACTICALLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK, with Pi acre
throughoqt, all on one side. The
-OPPORTUNITY FOR high
AdST. LOUIS, MO.'
-CM-3140
Kentucky,
Murray,
den
bath,
ceramic
throughout,
Carpeted
at
lot,
Wiswell.
corner
other side has two bedrooms,
FOE RENT
come. Openings_fer_ggs wi
ministratrix
utility,
with fireplace, kitchen, dining room, living room,
living roetn, kitcheo,with built in
panel b-tick' or van:' rts a•
double carport, patio, large outside storage building. Owner
range, and bath. It has utility
J9C
- pointment call 753-7411.
C. Nesbitt, Dec'd
OOM furnished
will consider trade for cheaper prgperty. Financing readily Charles
rooms, double garage, patios and ONE-BEDR
M. Nesbitt, Murray.
Gracie
J7C
753-5079.
Phone
partment.
SERVICES
OFFERED
SALE
FOR
available.
many more extras. This place Is
SHORT ORDEILcoolL Apply in
KentticTty,-Adminiitiatriz
$30,000,
less
than
priced to sell at
person only. jornee Restaurant
•
NEARLY COMPLETE 3 BEDROOM BRICK home, 3 miles
REDUCED in price is this three TWO BEDROOM house. Also, EXPERIENCED Babysitter will DON'T THROW that rug away, Southph Sireet.
J7C
Dec'd
Cain,
Rubie
bath,
enclosed
ceramic
large
heat,
central
S.E. of Murray. Has
bedroom brick. It has extra large dinette suite and six chairs for care for children in my home. clean it with Blue Lustre, You
Polly Myrick, Route 6, Mayfield,
garage, living room, kitchen-family room with built-ins,
family room, living room, two sale. Call, 753-5244. After 12:00 Phone 767-2759.
J7C can rent a shampooer for only THREE LADIES for full or part
Kentucky, Administratrix
days.
30
than
less
within
Possession
water.
city
utility,
3
J71
!
J9C time work. Must have use of a
81.00 at Big K.
• ›...„N
baths, built in range, utility, noon.
double carport, outside storage,
WILL BABYSIT in my home for
: Write Postoffice, Box 151,
car
D. Murphy, Dec'd
EXTRA NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK home with 44 acres. Land J.
central heat and excellent ONE AND two bedroom fur- any age child by the hour, day or
J7C
Ky.
Murray,
Nelda Murphy, 11114 Fairland,
exmiles,
low
barn,
pole
HONDA,
50'
x
posts,
48'
1970
creosoted
and
wire
woven
with
fenced
location. Less than $25,000.
AdKentucky,
Murray,
nished apartments. Zimmerman week. Phone 753-6809, Fox cellent condition. Phone 753-9509
_large modern farrowing house. This is one of the best equipped
OWNER LEAVING TOWN IS Apartments South 16th Street. Meadows Moblie Home Park.
jiic MECHANIC WANTED. Apply in
ministratrix
p.m.
5
after
ms in Calloway County.
J11C
THE ONLY REASON FOR Phone 753-6609.
person. Sholai's Auto Repair, 209
J11C
SELLING THIS SPACIOUS
J18C
Ralph Notes,
BEAUTIFUL 23 inch color S.7thSt:
_PRACTICALLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK home on Melrose
HOUSE LOCATSD NE AR 10 x 40 ALL Electric trailer, two
,
Wilson, Route 1, HardinLee
753-7112.
mothers
garage,
car
2
Call
baths,
Working
$275.
ceramic
2
air,
TV
and
ATTENTION:
heat
console
central
Drive. Has
M.S.U. It has three"rental rooms bedroom,' air conditioned,
FOR
SAJZ
Executrix
AUTOS
Kentucky,
J7C
2
babies
with
water
carpeting,large kitchen-family room,utility room, city
with private entrance plus a walking distance of college. and college students
baby sitting
and sewers, city school district.
large house to live in. Four $75.00, water furnished. Call 753- and under. For your
1968 VOLKSWAGEN bus. Good
Ethel L. Trevathan, Dee'd
needs, Beans Beans Play Nur- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs, condition. Radio', new tires, one
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, 1203.
Mildred Lassiter, Reit,
J7C sery, 753-2620, Operated bNMrs
,
Drive.
Catalina
on
home
AI TRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK
J9C
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies owner. Phone 753-9981.
double carport, two baths, CarMurray, Kentucky, Execuhit
living
carpeting,
baths,
Lowery.
ceramic
air,
1½
and
Russell
heat
central
Has
.
pianos
spinet
Used
purchase.
Ren
and
air.
to
peting, central heat
pri• FIVE ROOM unfurnished house
--room, kitchen-family room with built-ins, utility, carport.
and organs.-- Lonartto Piano 1968 OLDSMOBILE 88 white with
will help pay for it and it's
Doie M. Thomas, Dec'd
- at 311 North 12th. Available now. IVTLI', „CARE for-tibia in my
Company, "Your. Complete blue top. Power brakes, steering,
to sell.
Mattie M. Thomas, 108 Hickory
Phone before 11 a.m, or after 5 home. Have experience. Phone
an
In
Street.
11th
NICE 4 BEDROOM FRAME home on South
Music Stare". Paris, and„Mardn, factory air and radio. Good wide
ONLY $11,500 will buy this two
Drive, Murrgy, Administratrix
J7C 753-4964.
J7C
drapes,
carpeting,
heat,
electric
Has
of
repair.
state
excellent
MIC
'
Tennessee.
miler tires. Boyd Linn at Alin°
bedroom brick house. Has car- p.m' MU"
appreciated.
be
to
seen
Must
be
antenna.
TV
air
conditiooer,
J9P
Heights 753-3716.
port, living room, electric heat,
Ola M. Jones, Dec'd
2 RESPONSIBLE, VERSATILE, WEDDING DRESS Aix! 9,
FURNISHED
bath, and is located on 1 acre lot. NEATLY
Thomas B. Gaines, Murray,
of
for
phases
$164200,
all
in
Originally
background
Couples
cleaned.
large
OLDSMOBILE fdur door
It's a steal and has transferrabl bedroom apartments.
Kentucky, Executor
on
Located
bedrooms.
4
with
home
FRAME
STORY
2
LARGE
mainVtctoi
$70.00, worn only once.
Only. May be „seen at Kelley's plant mfg. supervision,
n. Low mileage, extra clean.
loan.
back
inclosed
fireplaces,
in
2
lot
Has
corner
Hazel.
x 170
a
TRANSFERRED owner has Pest Control, 100 South 13th tenance etc. Enjoy meeting neckline with bishop.sleeve* and
inic 811: Phone 436-2323. J9C
C. Johnson, Dec'd
porch, on city water. and sewers. Financing at 7 percent in- Frances
J7C people, excellent references. Any detachable train. Phone 753-2884
reduced the price on thts three Street.
Sarah Ann Taylor, 1406 Hughes
downpayment.
$1,500
only
and
terest
Jir
E.M.
considered.
after 5p.m.
typeovork
bedroom brick. Has PI baths,
'1966 FOR -Mustang, V-8, 1/111h
Avenue, Murray, Ky., Adkitchen with built in range, large DUPLEX APARTMENT, two Gestafson, 247-3720 Puryear.
air. Maroon with bucket seats.
ministratrix
on
Murray,
of
East
miles
2
LOW PRICED 46 ACRE FARM,
-§1/1Mr12 winter skirts, Myst sell, owner now in service.
.
MISSES
family room, spacious., living bedrooms, walking distance of Route 2, Buchanan,Tenn.,
Old Murray-Concord Road. Has a 14 acre grain base and 1.05
J13P sweaters:, suits, and sires*. Phone 753-3436. Call at night. J7P:.
room, utility MOM; large land- University. Quiet. Adults only. 38222.
Seay Hogancamp, Dec'd
tobacco base. This farm has not been tended in several years Samuel
J8C
Phone 767-6254.
scaPed lot, electric heat and air Call 753-3567 after five p.m. or
B Hogancamp, 1313
Thomas
up.
clean
it
to
willing
for
someone
good
potential
and offers
J7C
Conditioner. Can be bought for 762-2850 days.
Ky., Executor
Murray,
St.,
Main
PAPER
PROFESSIONAL
.
4-doort,
JAP HAY Timothy and Red :9V CADILLAC DeVille,
less than $22,000.
hanging and painting. All wodt
2
a
bedroom
good
with
car,
FARM
ACRE
153
clean
real
PRODUCING
HIGH
A
vircttop.
J8C
'
TWO HOUSES 9 ACRES can be TWO BEDROOM trailer on guaranteed. Phone 435-5842 or Clover. Phone 753-8090.
All persons having claims
frame house located in the middle of the farm. 90 tillable acres,
, condition, full power, factory air,
bought fora tremendous bargain. private lot, four miles north of 382-2299.
said estates are notified
against
TFC
Murray.
of
financed,
miles
S.E.
8
be
Approximately
Can
plenty of bottomland.
SIAMESE KITTENS-for ,sah, new tires. $675.
One house is older frame house Murray. Completely furnished
them to the Adpresent
to
J7C
Owner will finance.
very reasonably priced,- -Phone Call 753-6392.
with modern plumbing and washer, dryer. Phone 753-1790 or
ministrator or Executors verified
„
54
after
J7C
753-3116 before 12:30,Eid
wiring. Has three bedrooms, 753-4683.
to law, same to be
NOTICE
BARGAIN PRICED 157 ACRE DAIRY FARM, located 12 according
J8P
living room,kitchen and bath, the
said Administrator
to
presented
In
Memory
A
Grade
road.
miles S.W. of Murray on a good blacktop
other house is a neat two FIVE ROOM house, stove &
or Executors in due course of
water
supply.
good
fences,
good
facilities,
milking
WASHING
AUTOMATIC
bedroom brick with living room, refrigerator furnished, near
law.
machine. In good condition I KNOW she is in the heavens
kitchen and bath. The land has a university. Phone 753-7935. J9P
This 4 day of January, 1971,
lot,
including
STORE
HARDWARE
PROFITAMAJIETAIL
J8C looking down,
Phone 753-8610.
WALL TO WALL CARPET
long road frontage' and city
Marvin Harris, Clerk
a
for
building,inventory,furniture and fixtures. Ideal business
and if she could but make a sound
. water is there.
ltp
`THREE ROOM suite of offices.
By Judith Ainley D.C.
couple.
or
persons
German
:.,semi-retired
D
REGISTERE
say
and
AKC
iny mother would shout
EXTRA good buy or owner will Central heat and air, paneled and
two
7
We will furnish
Shepard pttrfals, white,
Home folks, I found my rich's
trade on this three bedroom all carpeted. Plenty of free
LAKEFRONT cottages in Pine Bluff Shores and 'L.alteway
and completely install
LOST & FOUND
months old, 1 nine months old. today.
brick. Has kitchen with built in parking. Phone 753-7724 between
Shores.
CO
up
full
3
or
rooms
a
see
many
or
Howard
earth
753-1461
old
this
BucY• I walked
Call
range and dishwasher, living 8:00 a.m.and 5:00p.m.
ITC
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
J129year
FOUND: 21 Jewel watch near
room, family room, two baths.
HERE ARE A FEW OF the many building sites we can offer free Creek.(Avner may claim by
with
tackless
nylon
carpet
has
I worked and toiled for the people
and
carpeted
completely
It's
apartment
FURNISHED
NICE
for sale:
installation over.heavy
12 x 60 TRAILER, all electric. I held dear
Identifying same and paying for
a good sized lot. Priced at less
for three or four girls. Phone 753JP that rainbow of gold I never did
duty sponge padding
call 753-4545 or 753-6763.
ad. Phone 753-1556 between 4:00
than $25,000.
$2,650
5865 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
100' x200'lot on US-641 South
for the total price bf
J9C
find
and 9:00p.m.
NEAR SHOPPING center and
J9C
$2,850
Acres
Green
Meadow
p.m.
90' x 200' wooded lot in
WHEAT STRAW 40c bale, W.T.1 That held the dreams for me and
churches and schools. This three
81.500
105' x 420' lot on Locust Grove Road
Kingins, New Concord. Phone mine.
NOTICE
bedroom. brick has lb. baths,
$5,500
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
J8P But folks what I never found on
115' x 180' Water-front lot in Keniana Shores
436-5622.
large living room, family room,
each
$300
college boys. Also
arranged
31
terms
of
four
or
choice
Budget
three
Shores
50' x 100' lot in Pine Bluff
earth
MelE TO share trailer with
dishwasher and range built in
private rooms with cooking
For Free Horne
WEIMARANER puppies, AKC is here in heaven, my new and
kitchen, extra nice carpel nice
Should have car. Phone
student.
facilities. Phone 753-5865 days or
Demonstration
litter,sell cheap.Phone 753-4647 glorious birth.
753-7649.
J8C
throughout, carport, outside
J9C
5:00p.m.
Night
after
oil
Day
753-5108
PIC
So home folks don't mourn and
storage, utility room, central
TO BUY see us!
cry_for_me
heat and air. It's worth the
HOGS: READY for slaughter. I found a heavenly rainbow, you
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerCALL COLLECT
list with us'.
TO SELL
money at $24,000.
APARTMENT for girls, electric
Guess weight around 300 to 400 see.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
901-424-7340
SPACIOUS house and good sized heat, air conditioner, private
lbs. One large sow. Phone 753- ButtestItukynile when you look
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarCarpet Mfg. Outlet.
lot located in HAZEL. This place entrance, 1603 College Farm
J9C above
2401.
mington, Kentucky.
Jan 21C
of
living
J12C
Road. Call 753-2377.
has six bedrooms; bath,
Jackson, Tenn
the one you held dear and
of
think
room, kitchen, garage, storm
64 MONARCH Mobile Home, 55 loved.
4th & Maple
doors and windows and is comX10. Fully carpeted, electri And remember, riches are never
real
a
It's
fortable in every way.
AUCTION SALE
WANTED TO BUY
Phone 753-7333
'
heat, like new. Phone 753found in earthly life
bargain at less than $10,000
J13C
4100.
hopes
and
so build your dreams
'Roberts Realty, 505 West Main
Home Phones Fulton E Young, 753-4946,
WANTED TO RENT
in the living Christ
AUCTION: FAIRS Used FurJ7C WANT TO buy electric trains
St., Phone 753-1651.
Still
Amp.
State
SOLID
FENDER
American Flyer or Lionel, any
Mother,
my
of
memory
loving
In
niture & Upholstery Shop, 200
,
3_12 inch J B
R.
under warranty.
or condition. Phone 753-2707 WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534
East Main, Murray._ Kentucky,
Mrs. Jessie Allen Burks, who
-LOOK. COUNTBY living with age
Lansing speakers. Phone 753-2863
J29NC
Saturday, January 9 at 10:00 a.m.
ji3c Passed away on January 7, 1968.
two Murray, Ky.
furnished apartment or small
city 'conveniences.
p.m.
5:00
after
By her daughter
Some antiques. Wayne Wilson.
house. Reasonable. For couple.
bedroom home located in
Bobbie Burks Garrison
ed Phone Tim Hogan 753-3768. J9P
Lakeway Shores. Low, IA
'w down WANT TO BUY used hide-a-b
horse
ONE TANDUM wheel one
ITC
o o-. most be in good condition.
payment. Easy finance plan. Call ts(
trailer. Reasonable. Phone
Johnnie Jones in Nashville 1-615- Phone 753-2409 after 5:00 p.m. J9C
FOR SALE OR TRADE- Puryear 247-5458.
J9P
J8P
865-1900 collect.
41
;
0
I MN'T KNOW,LUCte... I'VE
PJO 04:4) THINK 'THERE'S Ate!
JtisT MADE .IT
0
WANT TO buy; logs and standing HOUSE TRAILER 10 x 50 with
TIMOTHY and Lespedera.
TRUTH iN THE STATEMENT,
NEVER HEW THAT ONE BEFORE
0,,
°
_.t.
•
435-4042.
Chester
THAT
Otto
TWO BEDROOM frame with full timber. Also have for sale lumber electric heat and air re°
SNOWFLAKE
EVERV
'FOR
"contact
,
.
.
•
J9C
FALLS A LIE I5 BORN "_.?
basement and garage, electric and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill ditioning. Phone 753-7153
Lynn Grove.
•
condition,
7534147.
Phone
Good
and Lumber Co.
floor furnace.
7
JI2C
6231.
Vine
TFC
excellent location at 602
-16‘11ILE home, fully
10 X 55 1W
Street. Price reduced to $10,000.
carpeted', two' air conditioners
- NOTICE
0
•
NOTICE
0
'terms $2,000.00 cash and balance
underpinned. Call 753-9519. J
like rent.
0
0
sale,
CLEARANCE
CARPET
residence,
BEDROOM
THREE
cash and carry. Some shag, cut
gas floor furnare, garage. Corner
pile, col mitercial type 'hi
lot 212 So. 11th. Inunediate
L'il Abner
rubber back, some pattern type.
possession, price reduced to
yit.
sq.
$1.79
at
start
prices
Our
NEARLY Lyk
T1-4' LOWEST 10409tAIA4.IS
'emikran
settle estate
As
... (-AN
"
s
t
.
- OMR.A 401Ih
and up to $3.95, sq. yd. None
WCX11-1) REM•
higher, pick amithing in
LIKE,THAT-SO At4
,
ARE
22': ACRE farm near Brooks
.SNIAUTEVER
REM-i•OZES Me!
house. Big selection. Paschall's 16-A4 ACCEP'S
INTED
Chapel Church. New rieldern
-7
3 yards, yards and 5 yards widths.
k.
4
HERE-Ky
Hazel,
House,
and
Discount
i
pond
tS
excellent
IT!!
residence,
't
J7P STRONG AS
9733. ,
4s,
pasture. Owner leaving state and
Mills 221113,..rot resistant construction
Kendall
wil I sell for $12,600.00.
ttr-WINTER WARDROBE in exIgoe%
with ‹netal gromets.
• ,trn
cellent conditilikal,xes 7's and 9's
CHOICE BUILDING lots; prices
;including: Sweaters, skirts,
reduced and terms to qualified
slacks, dresses, coats and forat
persons
mals. All reasonably priCed.
Phone 767-4051 after 4 p.m. J7P
SEE ME I need listings

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

Ph.

•

•

1

$169.00

Fulton Young Realty

11=111111

•

At

ATTENTION.FARMERS!!
SAVE MONEY ON
PLANT BED CANVAS
4-

7.88 per 100 yard cover

BELK'S

dieude 1. Miller, Realtor
75.3-5084 Phones 753-3059 JeC

Paris, Tennessee

SI ••• •un ••=1
•..••••

300 BALES of hey. 50 cents a
.1
bale Phone 489-3183.

-••••,

\

'

.
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Public Hearing
The Planning -Comairailen for
the City of Murray, Kentucky,
will hold a public hearing on a
proposed amendment to the
Zoning Ordinance for the City of
'Murray, Kentucky, on January
19, 1971, at 7:30 p.m. at the City

zoned R-3A Residential District.
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